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Services Institutionally Defined
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Journals
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Undergraduate Theses
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Conference Materials / Technical Reports / 
Images / Oral Histories
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30,002 records
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Knowledge Bank Deposits
Source: ROAR (Registry of Open Access Repositories) http://roar.eprints.org Retrieved 06-24-2008
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KB Daily Deposits in Last Year 
167 days of 1-9, 48 days of 10-99, 4 days of 100+ 
Source: ROAR (Registry of Open Access Repositories) http://roar.eprints.org Retrieved 06-28-2008
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The Knowledge Bank 
in Other Contexts
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The Knowledge Bank in Google Scholar
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The Knowledge Bank in Google
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The Knowledge Bank in OpenDOAR
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The Knowledge Bank in CIC Metadata Portal
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The Knowledge Bank in OAIster
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The Knowledge Bank in ScientificCommons.org
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KB Metadata Application Profile
• Core set of metadata elements and 
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set 
mappings to
• improve retrieval accuracy and 
resource discovery
• facilitate multi-institutional 
interoperability and quality control
• comply with the Open Archives 
Initiative Protocol for Metadata 
Harvesting
• enable collection migration, import & 
export between the Knowledge Bank 
and other systems as necessary
http://library.osu.edu/sites/techservices/KBAppProfile.php
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Knowledge Bank Metadata Registry
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Shareable Metadata?
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Can You Name This Harvested Resource?
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Quality Metadata?
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Customizing for Communities
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Community Metadata Application Profile
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Community Metadata Application Profile
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KB Item (Simple and Full Display)
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Customized Item Metadata Display
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Customized Collection Display
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Customized Collection Display
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Individual Item Submission
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License Agreement for Archiving
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Optional Creative Commons License
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KB License for By-Proxy Submissions
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Customized Input Forms (Display)
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Customized Input Forms (XML)
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Customized Input Forms (Display)
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Customized Input Forms (XML)
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Customized Input Forms (Display)
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Customized Input Forms (XML)
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Customized Input Templates (Display)
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Customized Input Templates (Dublin Core)
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Customized Input Templates (Display)
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Customized Input Templates (Dublin Core)
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Item Submission Workflows - accept/reject/edit
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Importing Items in Batch
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Batch Loading
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Batch Loading
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Repurposing Legacy Metadata
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Repurposing MARC Metadata
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Repurposing MARC Metadata
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Thank You
Maureen P. Walsh
Metadata Librarian/Assistant Professor
The Ohio State University Libraries
walsh.260@osu.edu
